Theory of cooperative transitions in protein molecules. I. Why denaturation of globular protein is a first-order phase transition.
A theory of equilibrium denaturation of proteins is suggested. According to this theory, a cornerstone of protein denaturation is disruption of tight packing of side chains in protein core. Investigation of this disruption is the object of this paper. It is shown that this disruption is an "all-or-none" transition (independent of how compact is the denatured state of a protein and independent of the protein-solvent interactions) because expansion of a globule must exceed some threshold to release rotational isomerization of side chains. Smaller expansion cannot produce entropy compensation of nonbonded energy loss; this is the origin of a free-energy barrier (transition state) between the native and denatured states. The density of the transition state is so high that the solvent cannot penetrate into protein in this state. The results obtained in this paper make it possible to present in the following paper a general phase diagram of protein molecule in solution.